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Introducción 

El presente manual tiene como objetivo principal, el de reforzar la gramática del idioma 

Inglés, mediante la solución de los ejercicios que corresponden a cada una de las unidades y 

lecciones contenidas en el Programa Analítico, de la Unidad Académica de Idiomas, 

elaborado por la Academia de Idiomas de dicha unidad. 

Mediante la realización de los ejercicios, el estudiante complementará y reforzará el 

aprendizaje del idioma Inglés, adquirido en el aula.  
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Unit I Getting Acquainted   

Lesson 1 

1. Choose the correct response. Circle or underline the letter. 

1. Who´s that? 

 a. Great to meet you.  b. That´s my sister, Luz María.  c. Please, call me 

Joane. 

2. My name´s Carlos, and this is Perdo. 

a. Hi. I´am Johan.   b. It´s a pleasure to meet you. c. I think they´re new. 

3. My name´s Nidya, but everyone calls me Nidy. 

a. I´d like to meet you Nidy.   b. Let´s say hello.  c. I´m glad to meet you. 

4. Where are you from? 

a. A clerck.   b. New York   c. Thirty-one. 

5. That´s Mr. Pablo Romero. 

a. Please, call me Paul. b. Who´s that?    c. He´s our teacher. 

 

2. Complete the information questions. Use contractions when possible.  

1. A: ___________ that?    4. A: I´ll send her an e-mail. ____________ 

    B: That´s Jason Kay.    her e-mail address?    

2. A: ______________ his occupation.     B: It´s uan-thorn@audiotech.net 

    B: He´s a painter.    5. A:  ___________ Leticia and Rubén form? 

          B: They´re from Cuernavaca, I think.  
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3. A: Your nephew is very cute.  6. A: _____________ your new neighbors. 

___________________ he?        B: That´s Vladimir on the left and Natasha    

B: he´s two years old.             on the right. 

 

3. Choose the correct answer. Write the letter on the line. 

______ 1. How old is Leticia?    a. She´s over there. 

______ 2. Who are your relatives?   b. He´s from León, Gto. 

______ 3. What are their occupations?  c. He´s a researcher and she´s an actress.  

______ 4. Where is Dorothy?    d. She´s twenty-five.  

_______ 5. Where is he from?  e. Their names are Reynaldo and Lucia. 

_______ 6. What´s city is he from?    f. Rubén isn´t there. 

_______ 7. Who´s not there?    g. He´s form San Luis. 

 

4. Write a question for each answer. 

1. A: ____________________________________________________________  

    B: They are my classmates from math class. 

2.A:  _____________________________________________________________ 

   B: Their names are Ernesto and Lydia. 

3. A: ______________________________________________________________ 

    B: New York City. 

4. A: _______________________________________________________________ 

    B: He´s forty years old. 
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5. Answer the questions. Use your own words. 

1. What´s your favorite subject? 

__________________________________________ . 

2. How old is your sister? 

__________________________________________ . 

3. Who´s your physics teacher? 

____________________________________________ . 

Lesson 2 

1. Unscramble the word to write sentences. 

1. are / excellent / musicians / The Who. 

_____________________________________________.  

2. actress / wonderful / is / Salma Hayek / a. 

_____________________________________________ . 

3. Keiko Mitsuy / a great contemporary jazz / composer / is. 

______________________________________________ . 

4. Günter grass / writer / is / great / a / German. 

______________________________________________ . 

5. chef / a / Enrique Olvera / famous / is 

______________________________________________ . 

6. beatiful / is / Keira Knightley / and actress / model / a. 

______________________________________________ . 
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2. Write yes / no questions with be about the people from Exercise 1. 

1. are / excellent / musicians / The Rolling Stones. 

_____________________________________________.  

2. actress / wonderful / is / Britney Spears / a. 

_____________________________________________ . 

3. Jean Luc Ponty / a great contemporary jazz / composer / is. 

______________________________________________ . 

4. Günter grass / writer / is / great / a / German. 

______________________________________________ . 

5. chef / a / Enrique Olvera / famous / is 

______________________________________________ . 

6. beatiful / is / Keira Knightley / and actress / model / a. 

Can you answer the questions? Write short answers. Use contractions when possible. 

1. Yes, they are.    4. ________________. 

2. ____________.    5. ________________ . 

3. ____________ .    6. _________________ . 

3. Answer the questions. Use your own words. 

1. Are you a great athlete? __________________________. 

2. Are you and your classmates good students? ____________________. 

3. Are you and your friends or relatives famous? ___________________. 

4. Are you good in Chemistry? _____________________. 
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Lesson 3 

1. Cross out one extra word in each question. Then, answer 1-5. 

1. What´s it the weather like today? _____________________. 

2. Is it hot in out? ______________________. 

3. What does is the weather usually like in your city? ________________. 

4. How is the weather in these days? __________________. 

5. Is it snowy in July in the your country? _____________________.  

2. Choose the correct form.  

1. The weather in my city is really crazy. 

Sometimes it´s sun / sunny but cloud / cloudy in the morning, but in the afternoon it´s 

warm / warming and rain / rainy. 

2. I don´t like rain / rainy days. I love hot / hotty, sun / sunny weather. 

3. I like to stay home and watch TV when it´s snow / snowing. It´s so cold to be outdoors. 

4. My best friend prefers to go to the beach when it´s cloud / cloudy. I think she´s afraid of 

the sun / sunny. 

5. London is famous for it´s fog / foggy, but, in my opinion, it´s more probable for a tourist 

to see fog / foggy days in San Francisco than in London. 

3. Look at the answers. Write information questions. Use contractions when possible. 

1. A: What´s her name?______________________ . 

     B: Her name is Bertha.  But her nickname is Betty. 

2. A: _________________________ . 

    B. My nephew? He´s ten. 
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3. A: _____________________________. 

   B: They´re form Moscow. 

4: A: ______________________________. 

    B: They are my cousins. Their names are Maggie and Raphael. 

5. A: ______________________________. 

   B: It´s afernandez@uia.net. I check my work e-mail every day. 

Lesson 4 

1. Answer the questions. Use your own words. 

1. What do you use your e-mail for? ___________________________________. 

2. What´s your occupation? __________________________________.  

3. What´s your nationality? ___________________________________. 

4. What´s your hometown? ___________________________________. 

5. What´s your favorite sport? ________________________________. 

2. Match phrases 1-11 to the answers. 

1. A black Eyed Peas song.    Garfield 

2. He lives with the dog in e.   The Pink House 

3. A red, green or yellow fruit.   Snoopy 

4. A popular orange cartoon cat.   Where is the love? 

5. A small European country.   Levy´s 

6. An old, British, heavy metal band.  An apple 

7. A famous black and white cartoon dog.  Denmark 

mailto:afernandez@uia.net
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8. World famous blue jeans.    Deep Purple 

9. A pretty Colombian singer.   The White House 

10. The Argentinian president lives there.  Charlie Brown 

11. The American president lives there. Shakira 

3. Read the text. Select True or False 

1.- Tomoko is twenty-five years old. She is Brazilian, but her family is from Japan.  

 

2.- James is Canadian. He is forty-five years old and he lives in Buenos Aires, Argentina.  

 

3.- Jackie is American, but she was born in Italy. She has two passports. She is thirty-two 

years old.  

 

4.- Emilio is from Peru. He's twenty-three years old. He's rich.  

 

5.- Mary Alice is from the USA. She's fifty-six and lives in San Francisco. 

 

1.- Marie Alice is 46 years old   T F 

2.-  Tomoko is Japanese     T F 

3.- James is Argentinian    T F  

4.- Emilio is 33 years old    T F 

5.- Jackie is American and and Italian  T F 

4. Grammar – Present simple ---- To be and Yes/No questions and short answers 

1.- Is He form Spain? Yes, He ----------------. (be) 

2.- Is Lisbon the capital of Portugal? Yes, it --------------. (be) 

3.- Is it good? No, it ................. (not be) 

4.- Are they Canadian? Tes, they ---------------------. (be) 

5.- Are you American? No, I ------------------. (not be) 
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Unit II  Going Out 

Lesson 1 

1. Choose the correct answer. Circle the letter. 

1. What time´s the play? 

a) At the movie  b) On Friday   c) At 10:00 PM 

2. I´m busy on Monday. Maybe some other time. 

a) Too bad   b) How about on Tuesday  c) ok 

3. Are you free on Thursday at night? 

a) That´s my bed time  b) What time?  c) I´m ready to go 

4. Where´s the shaw? 

a) In fifteen  minutes   b) On August 3rd  c) In the park 

5. When is the Commencement Ceremony? 

a) At the Art Museum  b) On Friday 15 June   c) In a few minutes 

2. Put the conversation in order. Write the number on the line. 

1.  Are you busy on Friday night? 

___  Too bad. Maybe some other time. 

___ No, I´m not. Why? 

___ At 11:00 P. M. It´s a late show. 

___ Swan Lake is at the City Theatre. 

___ Really? Sounds great! What time´s the play?  

___ 11:00 P. M.? Well, I´d like to go, but that´s past my bedtime. 
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3. Complete the sentences with on, in or at. 

1. The Opera House Hotel is ________ 436 East 149 th  Street. 

2. The rock concert is _____ night ______ the park. 

3. Mary isn´t here. She´s ______ Guadalajara. 

4. His conference is ______ the Einstein´s Auditorium. It´s _____ the corner of 3rd and 

Park. 

5. The movie is ______ 10:00 ______ the morning.  

6. The Juanes concert is ____ Friday, July 11th . 

7. I can´t go right now. I´m ______ work. I´ll call you back, when I get home. 

8. Great! Let´s meet in front of the library ______ ten minutes. 

4. Write questions with When, Where or What time. 

1. A: _____________________?  B: The game is on Sunday. 

2. A: _____________________?  B: The conference is at 1:00 P. M. 

3. A: _____________________?  B: The Medical School is on University Circle Avenue. 

4. A: _____________________?  B: Rodolfo is at work. 

5. A: _____________________?   B: My lab is on Tuesday at noon. 

6: A: _____________________?   B: The paint exhibit is at the Siqueiros Art Center. 

7. A: _____________________?    B: The writer´s speech is at 11:30. 
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Lesson 2 

1. Choose the correct answers to complete the conversation. Write the letter on the 

line. 

1. A: Excuse me. I´m looking for Carl´s Jr.  a. I think it is. Do you know the 

address? 

    B: __________ 

2. A: Really? That´s great. Thanks.    b. Carl´s Jr? The fast food restaurant?  

    B: __________ 

3. A: It´s 325 Coventry Street.   c. No problem. 

    B: __________ 

4. A: Yes. Is it around here?     d. Well, Coventry Street is two blocks 

from here. 

    B: __________ 

Lessons 3 and 4 

Read the text. Select True or False. If false write the correct answer 

Pop Star interview with "Tyle" by reporter Abigail Logan 

Abigail: What's your full name, Tyle? 

Tyle: It's Tyler Hunter Davies.  

Abigail: How old are you, Tyle? 

Tyle: Umm. (pause) OK, I'm 26. 

Abigail: Really? Do you live here in New York? 

Tyle: Sometimes, and I have a house in LA, too. 

Abigail: Is your family from California? 

Tyle: No. They're from Kansas City, Missouri. 

Abigail: And do you have any brothers or sisters? 
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Tyle: I have two older brothers, Alex and Seth, and my sister, Mary Ellen. 

Abigail: Do you go to a lot of parties? 

Tyle: Sure, sometimes on the weekends. I never go to parties on weekdays. 

Abigail: Do you have a girlfriend? 

Tyle: Yes, I do. Her name's Taylor, and she's from Kansas City, too! 

    T F 

1. Tyle lives in two cities.   

 

  

 

        

2. Tyle's family isn't from California.   

 

  

 

        

3. Tyle sometimes goes to parties on weekdays.   

 

  

 

        

4. Tyle has four brothers in total.   

 

  

 

        

5. Tyle and Taylor are from Missouri.   

 

  

 

Present simple questions. Match the parts of the questions 

1. Do you  a.- live with your family? 

2. Are you   b.- do you live in the USA? 

3. Where  c.- Mexican? 

4. What´s  d.- your email address? 

5. Where does  e.- he live?     
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Present simple  

Choose the correct option to complete each sentence 

1.- Mr. Brown _______ breakfast before he leaves home. 

a) takes, b) doesn´t, c) has 

2.- _____ before 7:00 AM? 

a) Do she gets up, b) gets up, c) Does she get up 

3.- John ______ an old cell phone. 

a) do have, b) have, c) has 

4.- My brother and I _____________________ 

a) goes to school in the morning, b) go to school in the morning, c) to go to school in the 

morning. 

5.- ___________ to the supermarket on weakend. 

a) Do your parents, b) Does your parents, c) Do your parents go 

Vocabulary – Prepositions in, on, at 

Read the sentences. Select True if the words are correct or False if incorrect. If false 

write the correct sentence 

1.- I go to the supermarket on Saturdays.   T  F 

 

2.- I get up on 8:30 a.m.     T  F 

 

3.- I take a shower at night     T  F 
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4.- Susan makes her bed at the mornings   T  F 

 

5.- I go to work on New Year´s Day!   T  F 
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Unit III The Extended Family 

Lesson 1 

1. Complete the sentences with the correct family relationship. 

1. My brother´s daughter is my ______________. 

2. My father´s sisters are my ________________. 

3. My mother´s brother´s daughter is my ___________. 

4. My father´s parents are my ________________. 

5. My husband´s parents are my ______________. 

6. My sister´s daughter is my ______________. 

7. My cousin Roberto doesn´t have any brothers and sisters. He´s _____________. 

8. Richard and his sister Paula were born on the same day. They´re ____________. 

9. Claudia´s parents aren´t her birth mom and dad. She´s _________________. 

2. Match the words with similar meanings. Write the letter on the line. 

1. husband or wife   ______ a. widowed 

2. husband and wife    ______ b. separated 

3. not married    ______ c. engaged  

4. planning to get married   ______ d. married 

5. ex-husband and ex-wife   ______ e. single 

6. married but not living together  ______ f. divorced 

3. Complete the sentences. Use live, have, or work. 

1. He´s married. He ______ in a penthouse with his wife. 
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2. Tania is divorced. Her three children ________ with her husband, but they visit him on 

weekends. 

3. Ramiro is engaged to his co-worker. He and his fiancé ________ in the same Office. 

4. My brother in law is separated. He ________ a wife, but they ________ in the same 

apartment. 

5. She´s single. She ______________ a husband. 

4. Choose the correct answer to complete the conversation. Write the letter on the line. 

1. A: ______ 

    B: My sister and brother-in-law just got separated.  a. Wthat´s the bad news. 

2. A: ______ 

   B: Thanks!        b. Oh, no. I´m sorry to 

hear that. 

3. A:  ______ 

    B: My son Just got married      c. What´s the good news? 

4. A: _______ 

    B: Actually, I have some good news and some bad news.  d. What´s new?  

 

              e.Really? That´s fantastic. 
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Lesons 3 and 4 

1. Write negative statements. Follow the example. 
 

Example: Oliver likes classical music. (His sister) His sister doesn´t like classical 

music. 

 

 

 

1. The café closes at 6:00. (The bookstore) _____________________________________ . 

 

2. Neil lives in Quito. (His sister). ____________________________________________ . 

 

3. Miles works in an office. (His brother) ______________________________________ . 

 

4. I have a big family. (My husband) __________________________________________ . 

 

5. My younger brother speaks Chinese. (I) _____________________________________ . 

 

2. Write yes / no questions. Follow the example. 

Example: A: Does your sister live near you? B: No, she doesn´t. She lives in another city. 

1. A: _________________________drink coffee? B: No, he doesn´t. My brother drinks tea. 

 

2. A: ____________________ children?. B: No, we don´t have any yet. 

 

3. A: ____________________ in Mexico? B: No, my in-laws live in Chile. 

 

4. A: ________________________ English? B: Yes, she does. My niece speaks it well. 

 

5. A:  ______________________ work here? B: Yes, they do. My cousins work 

downstairs. 
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4. Complete the following information questions. 

1. ___________ your father _____? He´s a doctor. 

 

2.  __________ your in-laws ________? They live in Seoul. 

 

3. _____________ cousins ______________?. I have ten of them. 

 

4. ____________________ your parents? I visit them every weekend. 

 

5. _______________ your sister ______ ? She lives across the street. 

 

6. _________ speaks Russian? My brother in-law does. 

 

7. ________________ your aunt _______ with? She lives with my cousin. 

 

8. ___________ you _______? I study late at night. 

 

9. ________ has three kids? My sister does. 

 

10. _______________ your older brother __________? He studies in London. 
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Unit IV Food and Restaurants 

Lesson 1 

1. Complete the word grid. Write the food categories and food in the cells. 

fish      

grains      

desserts      

dairy 

products 

     

oils      

fruits      

vegetables      

meat      

 

2. What´s usually in the fridge? Write sentences starting with There is / There isn´t / 

There are / There aren´t, form the following Count nouns and Non-count nouns.  

Count nouns Non-count nouns 

grape egg cheese yogurt 

onion orange milk broccoli 

carrot apple sausage juice 

banana  fish lettuce 

 

1. _________________________ 2. _______________________________ 

3. _________________________  4. _______________________________ 

5. _________________________  6. _______________________________ 

7. _________________________  8. _______________________________ 

9. _________________________  10. ______________________________ 
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3. Think about your favorite dish at your favorite restaurant. What are the 

ingredients? Use There is / There are to write the ingredients you know. Use Is there / 

Are there to guess other ingredients. 

Dish: Roast beef Restaurant: Roberto´s 

 Location: on the corner of V. Carranza Boulevard and Reynosa Street. 

There is a variety of salads to choose from. Are there desserts? 

 

Dish:  Restaurant:  

 Location:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Answer the questions. Use your own words. 

1. What restaurants in your town do you recommend? 

____________________________________________. 

2. How hungry are you right now? 

_____________________________________________. 

3. Is there anything to drink in your fridge? 

_____________________________________________. 
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Lesson 2 

1. Match the explanation on the left with the statement on the right. Draw a line. 

a. The server is taking the customer´s entreé order. 1. And what would you like 

for your main course? 

b. The customer is ordering an appetizer.  

 

2. I need some more time. 

c. The server is taking a beverage order.  

 

3. Anything to drink? 

d. The customer is not ready to order.  

 

 

4. I think I´ll start with the 

chicken soup. 

 

e. The server is explaining the menu.  

 

 

5 Does the grilled fish come 

with a salad? 

f. The customer is asking about the menu.  

 

 

6. All children´s meals come 

with a drink and a dessert.  

 

 

2. Complete the conversations. 

1. A: What do hamburgers ________?. 2. A: What ________ beverages are there? 

    B: French fries or mixed salad.       B: Coffe, tea, soft drinks, fruit juice, water 

3. A: And anything _____________?  4. A: Would you to try our famous lemon pie? 

    B: Tea, please.         B: Yes, I´m in the __________ for dessert 
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3. Complete the sentences with a, an or the .   

1. I´m in the mood for ____ cold beer. 

2. _______ Green mixed salad at Carls Jr. is delicious. 

3. Is there _____ children´s menu? 

4. Would you like to start with _____ drink? 

5. It´s Adrian birthday. Let´s pick up ______ cake. 

6. I recommend ______ grilled fish or ______ roast beef . They´re delicious. 

7. Is there tomato pepper with ________ roast chicken? 

8. For breakfast, she usually have fried eggs, coffee and _______ apple. 

9. ______ grape juice here is fresh-squeezed. 

 

Lessons 3 and 4. 

I. Complete each question with How Much or How many. Follow the example. 
 

Example: How much bread do we need? 

 

 

 

1. ____________ salt did you put in the beef stew? 

 

2. ____________ hot pepper do you like? 

 

3. _____________ spoonfuls of sugar do you want? 

 

4. _____________ slices of bread do you want? 

 

5. _____________ cheese is there in the fridge? 
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II. Write the plural form the following count nouns. Follow the example. 

Example: A: clam clams. 

1. snack _____ 2. clam _____  3. Spoonful ______ 10. vegetable _________. 

 

4. sandwich _______  5. olive ______  6. cup _______  7. pear _______  

 

8. Potato  _________  9. french fry ________ 

 

III. Change the following sentences form affirmative to negative. Follow the example. 

Example  There is some coffee in the kitchen. There isn´t any coffee in the kitchen. 

 

1. We have some cookies. ____________________________________________. 

 

2. I want some butter on my sandwich. __________________________________. 

 

3. She´s buying some fruit at the market. _________________________________. 

 

4. They need some cheese for the pasta. __________________________________. 

 

5. The Reeds want some eggs for breakfast. _______________________________. 

 

IV. Complete each sentence with any or some.  

 

1. I don´t want _________ more coffee, thank you. 

 

2. They need _________ sugar for their tea. 
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3. The restaurant is making __________ pies for the party. 

 

4. It´s too bad that there isn´t _________ soup. 

 

5. I don´t see __________ menus on the tables. 
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Unit V Technology and you 

Lesson 1 

1. Choose the correct answer. Circle the letter. 

1. I´m looking for a new iPod. Do you have any suggestions? 

a. Want to come alone?  b. How about an iPod touch 5?  c. What´s wrong with it? 

2. What are you doing? 

a. I´m ready for an upgrade.  b. It´s driving me crazy!   c. I´m looking for a smart 

flat screen.  

3. I hear the new iPhone is awesome. 

a. Is it expensive?   b. Is it on the blink?    c. Is it an orange? 

4. The scanner isn´t working. 

a. Any suggestions?   b. What´s the problem?   c. Are you online? 

 

2. Complete each conversation with the present continuous. Use contractions when 

possible.  

1. What ___________ here?   2. I think ___________ for a new printer. 

Louis / do     he / look   

3. _______________ to your father´s hose tonight?  

you / go 

4. Yes, _________________ at 8:00.  5. ________________ your homework? 

I / have     you / do 
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6. No, __________________ Randal´s Store  7. ____________ a sale on tablets. 

I / shop      have 

8. Who ______________ the photocopier?  Karla is. _________ copies for the 

use         she / make          sales meeting. 

3. Read the questions. Write answers starting with No. Use the information in 

parenthesis. Use contractions when possible. 

1. Is she leaving at 2:30? (5:00) 

_______________________________________. 

2. Are they playing in the park? (run on the track) 

________________________________________. 

3. Is he shopping for a tablet? (a digital camera? 

________________________________________. 

4. Are they going to the theatre tonight? (tomorrow in the afternoon) 

___________________________________________________.  

4. Answer the questions. Use your own words. 

1. Are you using any mobile devices right now? 

______________________________________. 

2. What are you doing at noon? 

______________________________________. 

3. What about the day after tomorrow? 

______________________________________. 
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Lesson 2 

1. Complete the conversation. Use questions from the box. 

What´s wrong with it?             How´s it going?        Anny suggestions?           

What  brand is it?     

 

1. A: Hi Ruben. ______________________________________________. 

    B: OK, thanks. But this microwave oven is driving me crazy! 

2. A: Not again! ________________________________________________. 

    B: I don´t know. It just isn´t working. That thing is a piece of junk. 

3. A: That´s too bad. ____________________________________________. 

    B: It´s a Micro Pal. 

4. A: Sounds like you need a new microwave oven. 

    B: That´s for sure. ____________________________________________. 

   A: Well, how about a LG? The model I have is terrific. 

   B: Really? Thanks for the suggestion. 

2. Order these words to make sentences. Then change them so they´re true for you or 

your friends. 

1. like / soccer / don´t / I / watching / . 

2. friend / loves / go / to movies / my / best / the / to / . 

3. mind / don´t / shopping / I / going / . 

4. parents / love / games / playing / my / video / . 

5. to / cycling / favorite / way / exercise / my / is / . 
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3. Circle the best choice to complete 1 – 5. 

1. My daughter really loves reading / read comic books. 

2. He doesn´t mind to take / taking piano lessons twice a week. 

3. All our friends love playing / play and watch / watching soccer. 

4. I really like go / going to movies. 

5. We hate shop / shopping and to doing / doing the laundry. 

4 . Correct the mistakes in 1 – 5. 

1. Anna loves wash dishes and to clean the kitchen. 

2. I hate to reading novels. I like read biographies or true stories. 

3. He don´t mind to see a romantic movie sometimes. 

4. We love to eating out on the weekend. We have to cooking at home. 

5. They hate to doing laundry, but don´t mind to do dishes. 

Lessons 3 and 4 

I. Read the text. Select 

True or False. 
 

Virtual Vacations for a Day Don't spend money traveling, because you can travel on your 

couch for free! Here are some tips for taking a virtual vacation in a city for one day. 

 

Eat something different for breakfast. 

 

Choose a place you don't know. You can choose a city anywhere in the world.  

 

Surf the Internet and find maps and descriptions of the place. 

 

Decide which places to visit. For example, take an online virtual tour of a museum or look 

at photos of typical monuments. 

 

Read about typical food of the country and cook this food for lunch, if possible. Don't 

forget to buy the groceries you need! 
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In the afternoon, watch videos about the city and remember to listen to some traditional 

music from the area. 

 

For dinner, cook another typical dish, or if possible, go to a restaurant in your hometown 

that offers the cuisine from the city you are visiting. 

 

In the evening, email a friend about your visit. 

  

 

1. Eat normal breakfast.       T  F 

2. Choose a place you know.        T  F 

3. Cook typical meals form the city you are visiting.   T  F 

4. Watch videos and listen to music in the morning.    T  F 

5. Take an online virtual tour of a museum.       T  F 

2. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in parenthesis (like, love, 

don´t mind, hate –ing). 

1. He really __________ (love/play). 

2. I ____________ after work. (not mind/cook) 

3. You really ___________ the house. (hate/clean) 

4. She ________________ TV on the weekends. (like/watch) 

5. We _____________ the dishes. (love/wash) 

3. Complete the sentences with the correct word (there is/there are) 

 1. _______ there a bookstore in the mall? 

2. There ________ three bathrooms in our apartment.  

3. Is there a river near here? No, _______ isn´t. 

4. There _______ a theater in the city. 

5. _______ there any dogs in the park? 

 

4. Match the opposites (adjectives) 

1. boring     a. interesting 
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2. expensive     b. dangerous 

 

3. safe       c. cheap. 

 

4. tidy       d. messy. 

 

5. far       e) near. 

 

 

         

       

  

 

        

 

 


